Abstract -A simple technique for the determination of the spatial and temporal transmit-receive field distribution of spherically focused highfrequency transducers is described. In this study tungsten wires were used as echo-targets. Based on the scattering of sound on a rigid cylinder the transmit-receive field projection of spherical pared with both, theoretical pressure distributions sources measured with a wire target was comand hydrophone measurements in the frequency range from 3 to 17 M H z . It was demonstrated that both techniques yielded comparable results for the low-frequency transducer, whereas only the results of the wire target technique were also in agreement with theory for the higher frequency transducers.
INTRODUCTION
The use of spherically-focused, high-frequency transducers is widespread in many high-resolution ultrasonic imaging applications such as in medical diagnosis and material investigations.
In this contribution a simple transmit-receive field projection technique is proposed to estimate spatial and temporal field quantities of focused high-frequency transducers. Tungsten wires with diameters less than the acoustic wavelength were used as echo-targets. Using a smalldimeter wire instead of a point-like target enables one to choose a target size (wire diameter) smaller than the acoustic wavelength, even for bigher fiequencies. Tbis provides good spatial (in axial and lateral scan direction) and temporal resolution, while the received signal amplitude is still sufficient due to the larger target area which is oriented perpendicular to the lateral scan direction and the beam axis, respectively.
Additionally, as long as an axial-symmetric field distribution can be assumed only two scan directions are necessary for a spatial field projection. 
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where p(r) is the peak acoustic pressure as a function of the off-axis lateral distance r, p(0) is the on-axis peak acoustic pressure at z = ROC, k is the wave number, a is the radius of the transducer and ROC is the transducer's radius of curvature. J,(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order one.
The axial pressure distribution of a spherical focusing source is described by 2D -field projections were obmned from the high frequency probes using a 25 pm tungsten wire (Figure 2 ). In the focal plane the lateral field distribution was also assessed from all transducers using different wire diameters and a hydrophone, respectively. All spatial graphs are plotted as the transmit-receive distribution of the pulse intensity integral (HZ) in dB. The frequency spectra obtained with a 25 pm wire at the focal point were used to estimate the theoretical lateral/axial distributions with eq. (2), (3) and (4). In order to simulate a transmit-receive field the calculated as well as the hydrophone determined distributions were squared (Fig. 3) . Table I) .
Pulse duration, bandwidth and center frequency were obtained from the true focal point RF signal using a 25-pm wire for the high frequency probes and a 80-pm wire for the 3 MHz probe, respectively (Figure 3) . It was found that the 35-MHz pulsedreceiver used in this study appeared to attenuate the higher frequency components demonstrates that the hydrophone's effective diameter is dominant over that of the field's actual lateral distribution when the target size is larger than significant spatial changes of the field's pressure distribution.
Different wire diametcrs did not have an appreciable effect on the measured beam width ( m a n agreements to within 6.8. 6.6 and 2.9% for t h C 3-: 15-and 20 MHz transducers, respectively). All measured lateral beam distributions were in the range between the calculated wire projections and the point-to-point distributions (near thc beam axis), and therefore, the experimental observations support the sugqestion that a wire diameter less than the acoustic wavelength is sufficient to obtain the significant field dimensions for spherically focused fields.
CONCI.USION
The results demonstrate that the wire-target technique is a simple and powerful measurement procedure to determine the spatial and temporal transmit-receive acoustic field quantities from high-frequency sources when an appropriately small effective hydrophone diameter is not available. For the low-frequency case investigated herein, the hydrophone and wire-target techniques yielded comparable rcsults. For the two highfrequency cases,
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